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Thank you very much for your 
Bausele purchase, welcome to 
the family!

I hope you enjoy your unique 
timepiece as much as I enjoyed 
developing it.

BAUSELE PILOT AUTOMATIC 
Innovation meets style and 
functionality 

An original in the BAUSELE 
collection, the Pilot Automatic 
makes for the optimal wrist 
companion with pioneering 
functionality and innovative style. 
A true classic, the Pilot Automatic 
was inspired by watches 
traditionally worn by aviation 
pilots. Bold and defined, featuring 
nest quality materials including a 
solid ceramic case and sapphire 
crystal on the front and back 
with Superluminova hands the 
Pilot Automatic is the epitome of 
durability, strength, and resembles 
a strong desire for innovation.

About Bausele 
Bausele is the first Swiss made, Australian designed 
watch company known for leading and reliable 
craftsmanship – conceived by Christophe Hoppé 
and born out of a passion for watches and his love of 
Australia. Each Bausele is unconditionally linked to its 
Australian heritage because of the signature hollow 
crown feature, holding unique elements of Australia 
including red earth from the Outback, sand from 
one of the beautiful beaches or opal from under this 
ancient land. Created to suit the modern Australian 
way of life.

Origin Swiss Made
Diameter 44mm
Movement Automatic Self-winding
Glass Sapphire Glass
Water Resistant 5 ATM

Christo Hoppé
Founder

Warranty:
This product is under warranty for the period of five years from the 
date of purchase, issued with the invoice. Please see instructions on 
www.bausele.com.

Important - Warranty does not cover:
• Water infiltration due to failure to completely screw down the crown.
• Damage caused by careless or incorrect use.
•  Breakage caused by accident, tampering and/or repaired 

by unauthorised persons.
• Watchband, glass or batteries.
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Activating Your Pilot Automatic

The complexity of the superlative accuracy
provided by the exacting quality movements
within your timepiece, are belied by the pure 
simplicity of function needed to use it.

Once time is set, push crown back and screw in gently.

1. Unscrew crown

1. 2. 3. 

2. Pull out first 
stop to set date

3. Pull out second 
stop to set date



KEEP A PIECE OF AUSTRALIA WITH YOU


